
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – September & October 2017 
**** 

DETAILS OF UNUSUALS AND ACCIDENTS THAT TOOK PLACE 
DURING SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER 2017 

 
1. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 1st September 2017 at 12.45 hours, while 

entering WOB Goods on to DN loop line of MQR station of SC Division at a speed of 15 
KMPH, one wagon derailed. 
Cause: Presence of residual coal on one side of the wagon (RH side) resulted ‘off-
loading’ of wheels. 
Staff held responsible: Siding Authorities of ACC Siding/WADI under ‘Primary’ and on 
duty Commercial Clerk of ACC Siding/WADI under ‘Secondary’.  
Matters brought to light: 
1. Original BPC was not seized and produced. 
2. The front portion with 12 BOXNHL wagons cleared from the site of accident to SEM 

station without the certification of C&W Supervisor or GLP written memo. 
3. There was no proper lighting and high level platform facility at ACC Siding/WADI 

for examining wagons to know whether they are completely unloaded or not. 
Suggestions and Recommendations:  
1. Siding Authorities shall be advised for strict compliance of complete unloading of 

contents from the loaded wagons during unloading either manually or by tipplers. 
2.  infrastructure facility should be developed by the Siding Authorities to facilitate 

Commercial Representative at Sidings to examine the complete unloading of the 
contents. 

 
2. Brief of the incident (SPAD): On 2nd September, 2017 at 08.34 hours, LP of DN 57129 

BJP – BMO Passenger passed DN Mainline Signal No.S-18 at ‘ON’ at STPD ‘B’ Cabin of 
HYB Division. 
Cause: Disregarding of signal aspect by LP & ALP. 
Staff held responsible: 
Primary 
1. LP for not being attentive while on duty and not obeying the aspect of the signal. 
2. ALP also failed to apply emergency brake even after noticing the LP not stopping at 

the S-18 which was at ‘on’. 



3. CCC/KCG who has not followed the prescribed rules for booking of new ALP for 
duty and not ensuring that ALP has required LR in that section which resulted in 
SPAD. 

Secondary: CC/KCG fornot replacing the ALP even though CMS has rejected the 
booking while generating Train Ordering number. 
DRM/HYB while accepting the enquiry report, had also held ADME/HYB responsible 
for being in-charge Officer of the lobby, has not seen the working of CMS during his 
tenure of 8 months. All bookings by the lobby are required to be monitored by Officer 
level to ensure that the systems are in place which he failed to do so. Hence, he is also 
responsible for not ensuring the system’s health. 

Matters Brought to Light: 
1. New ALPs are being booked for coaching trains directly without observing the 

mandatory guidelines to work in goods train at least for 6 months before utilizing in 
coaching trains. 

2. Staff are being booked without ensuring road learning even though the system is 
rejecting (CMS) circumventing the procedure and making the entry under ‘fetch 
all’. 

3. The LP & ALP are not able to communicate as there is no common language known 
to both of them in most of the cases. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. As on date against 127 sanctioned posts of LP/Passenger, only 81 are available. 
2. The usage of smart phones to be banned for LP & ALP while on duty. 
3. The LP & ALP should not carry their personal mobiles while on duty. 
4. LP & ALP should not be booked in a combination where both of them are not 

knowing at least one common language. 
5. All bookings of crew through CMS should be ‘fetch as per rule’ without any 

deviation. A statement of bookings done on daily basis under ‘fetch all’ to be put up 
to ADME and if he feels the reasons for deviating the rule and booking under ‘fetch 
all’ are not satisfactory, suitable explanation to be called from CCC and D&AR action 
to be initiated against the concerned staff, if necessary. 

6. For the first trip of the ALP, one CLI should invariably to accompany the staff for 
their maiden trip. 

 
3. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 4th September, 2017, at 22.10 hours, 

shunting instructions were given to reverse the BV and work the train from FM station 
of HYB Division to SNF station of SC Division. In this process, while pulling the 
formation towards BDVL end i.e., towards DHNE direction, locomotive derailed in Trap 
Point located just after Starter Signal No (which was at ‘on’). Train passing document to 



pass the Starter signal was given by Dy.SS/FM without operating the trap point from ‘N’ 
to ‘R’.  
Cause: Delivering the train passing document to the LP without ensuring the point 
position by the Dy.SS and Pointsman who was at the site. 
Staff held responsible: Dy.SS/FM and Guard/KCG are held responsible under ‘Primary’ 
and Pointsman under ‘Secondry’.  
Matters brought to light: NIL 
Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. Lighting needs to be provided towards BDVL end. 
2. Conveying the PN by the Dy.SS on walkie talkie should be avoided; instead it should 

be written by Dy.SS himself. 
3. Ambush checks needs to be intensified. 

 
4. Brief of the incident (SPAD): On 6th September, 2017, at 00.08 hours, LP of DN WOB 

Goods passed DN Home Signal of VKB station of SC Division at ‘on’ position.   
Cause: Failure to control the train well in advance of the stop signal which was at ‘on’. 
Staff held responsible: LP and ALP under ‘Primary responsibility. Guard/SNF who 
permitted the train to be backed after SPAD, Dy.SS/VKB who failed to collect the details 
from the LP  and another Dy.SS/VKB for violation of SWR under ‘Blameworthy’. 
Matters brought to light: 
1. Though LP has passed the Home Signal at ‘on’, CASM replied that the LP did not pass 

Home Signal; instead he replied that there is a wire on the track due to which the 
track dropped. 

2. Guard allowed the train to be backed without ascertaining the cause from the LP 
and also failed to inform SM/VKB. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. Effective counseling of LP & ALPs for prevention of SPAD is essential on sustained 

basis. 
2. Ambush checks need to be conducted by LIs to ascertain the driving skills of the 

crew while approaching a stop signal which is at ‘on’. 
3. SPM analysis to be done at random to know the alertness of LP. 

 
5. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 12th September, 2017, at about 05.00 hours, 

while pushing RC-BTPN Goods into Oil Siding of RC station of GTL Division which is a 
dead-end, BV derailed.  
Cause: Adoption of incorrect procedures during shunting operations led to the 
derailment.. 
Staff held responsible: Dy.SS/RC under ‘Primary’; Shunter/RC and two Pointsman under 
‘Secondary’; TI/RC under ‘Blameworthy’. 



Matters brought to light: 
1. Usage of walkie-talkie sets during shunting should be avoided. 
2. Illumination needs improvement in Oil Siding. 
3. SMR/RC should depute sufficient Shunting Staff and insist on duty Dy.SS/Outdoor to 

adhere SWR provisions. 
Suggestions & Recommendations:  
1. Stop Board need to be provided at the dead end locations of Spur-1 & 2. 
2. Vegetation need to be cleared. 
3. TI/RC shall conduct surprise checks during night time to see whether the staff are 

adopting safe habits in shunting operations or not. 
 

6. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 19th September, 2017, at about 01.10 
hours, while backing empty rake of 57469 Passenger on to Pitline, SLR derailed.  
Cause: Backing the formation without ensuring the Point No.110 position. 
Staff held responsible: Shunting Master/GTL and Pointsman under ‘Primary’; 
Shunter/GTL under ‘Blameworthy’. 
Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. Point indication was not available to know the point position. 
2. Lighting facility needs to be improved near Point No.110. 
 

7. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 16th September 2017, at 12.20 hours, while 
performing shunting in Military Siding of BPP of BZA Division, one wagon derailed.  
Cause: Due to improper securing of Point No.103 with cotter / clamp & padlocking 
22m gap is developed between tongue rail and stock rail leading to the derailment. 
Staff held responsible: Pointsman/BPP under ‘Primary’ for not securing the point; Goods 
Guard/BZA for not ensuring correct position of point under ‘Secondary. Also, 
SSE/P.Way under ‘Secondary’ for not maintaining the Point properly. 
Matters Brought to Light: 
1. Standard cotters / bolts for locking / securing the points are to be supplied to all the 

stations, especially where the sidings are there to avoid the re-occurrence. 
2. It is to indicate that whenever the ARTs are moved, there should be a siren call so as 

to overcome the delay in starting the ART. 
3. All hand operated points may be converted into motor points. 

 
8. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 9th September 2017, at 22.32 hours, loco 

derailed in Upper Yard of SC station of SC Division. Prior to derailment, while giving 
placement of MUGR empty rake from Washing Siding No.3 to PF-3 on Shunt Signal on 
Point No.31, got trailed through resulting in gap between tongue and stock rail on both 
sides. 



Cause: Point having both sides opening, cotter pin in LH side got bent. 
Staff held responsible: Pointsman/Upper Yard under ‘Primary’. 
Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. For every movement of non-interlocked points, presence of Pointsman is mandatory. 
2. Immediately after passing shunt Signal, vehicles are passing over non-interlocked 

point and hence, it is suggested to relocate the signal or point. 
3. Proper lighting is required at point zones. 

 
9. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 1st October, 2017, while performing 

shunting at PBN station of NED Division, loco derailed on Point No.64B. 
Cause: Since engine was not rolled out on newly laid engine line, the derailed loco 
happened to be the first loco which entered on new engine line and while returning, 
two pairs of leading trolley of loco got derailed due to sinkage. 

Staff held responsible: 
Primary: SSE/P.Way/Construction 
Blameworthy: SS/PBN 
Matters brought to light: 

1. Whenever first movement is done on newly laid lines, it should be in the presence of 
SSE/P.Way/C, TI And CLI 

2. Track parameters along with consolidation of track to be ensured before entering of 
the first train. 

Suggestions & Recommendations:  
1. ‘fit’ certificate should not be given for newly laid line without engine rolling. 
2. SS of the station should take initiative for arranging the loco and inform concerned 

SSE/P.Way, TI & CLI. 
 

10. Brief of the incident (Fire in loco): On 3rd October, 2017, while admitting Empty 
coaching rake on UP loop of LPI station in SC Division, rear diesel loco caught fire. 
Cause: Leakage of fuel oil from flexible pipe at CREDI unit on the left bank of engine 
block and spark generated from wires of connector of the throttle sole noid valve 
resulted in fire. 
Staff held responsible:  
Primary: Staff DLS/MLY . 
Matters brought to light: 
1. The oil connecting hose pipe lines used in the CREDI are not having the steel 

braiding. RDSO recommends use of steel braiding pipes for oil connecting hose 
pipes. 



2. CREDI unit is maintained by the OEM firm. Shed should be involved in the trip 
maintenance for safety checks. Shed should also circulate the list of the items to be 
checked during schedules pertaining to the trail like checking of flexible hose pipe 
condition. 

3. RDSO may be advised for further detailed investigation in this matter since safety is 
involved. 

 
11. Brief of the incident (Yard derailment): On 6th October, 2017 at 15.05 hurs, while 

movement of 4 BCM Machines to loop line of PVD station of BZA Division, the third 
BCM machine derailed on Point No.12. 
Cause: SM/KCC failed to observe provisions under GR 5.14 which says that “SM shall 
see that the shunting of trains or vehicles is carried out only at such times and in such 
manner as will not involve danger”. 
Also, SSE/TM/BZA passed the Starter Signal S-27 at ‘on’ without ensuring proper 
authority to pass the signal at ‘on’ and without ensuring correct setting and locking of 
points. 
Staff held responsible: 
Primary:  
1. SM/KCC working at PVD. 
2. SSE/TM/BZA 
Suggestion & Recommendation: Additional Shunting staff needs to be provided to 
ensure safe working during traffic blocks 
 

12. Brief of the incident (SPAD): On 14th October, 2017 at 15.18 hours, LP of 47200 FM – 
HYB MMTS train passed UP Home Signal of HSJ station of HYB Division at ‘on’ position.  
Cause: Disregard of the signal aspect coupled with late application of brakes. 
Staff held responsible: LP of the train under ‘Primary’. 
Matters brought to light: LP was browsing on Whatsapp after sign ‘on’. 
Suggestions and Recommendations: 
1. LPs to be counseled not to use any mobile after sign ‘on’. 
2. Stabling two coaching empty rakes on UP & DN mainlines at a typical junction 

station like HSJ from 12.30 hours to 16.00 hours daily is not appropriate. By, 
regulating train on UP & DN Mainlines, only alternate line available to deal trains to 
HYB from SC station is via common loop. Alternate arrangements may be made. 

3. To avoid keeping trains on UP Home Signal, isolation (sand hump) may be provided 
on common loop towards HYB end. 

 



13. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 17th October, 2017, at 01.45 hours, 20 RP rail 
train while admitting on to GL-1 at GTL (West) of GTL Division, derailed on UP & DN 
cross over point disrupting through running of trains. 
Cause: Accident Enquiry report awaited. 
Staff held responsible: 
Primary:. 
Secondary:. 
Suggestions and Recommendations: . 
 

14. Brief of the incident (Loco derailment in yard): On 20th October, 2017 at 04.55 hours,  
diesel loco which was stabled on engine line of NLPD station of GNT Division rolled 
forward and derailed in the Trap Point No.35A. 
Cause: Improper securing of loco by the LP. 
Staff held responsible: 
Primary: LP & Sr.ALP/GNT. 
 

 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
a. On 10th October, 2017, during the safety audit inspection of GNT station end cabins, it 

was noticed that for BCM & UNIMAT working, correct ‘authority to proceed’ and the 
correct procedure to allow them to work on points without involving block section etc., 
were not followed.  

b. On 10th October, 2017, during safety audit inspection of GNT station, it was noticed 
that in T.432 (Train Examination Advice) there were many shortfalls in the issue and 
acknowledgement of the advice by Operating Staff. 

c. Guards headquartered at GNT station of GNT Division have not undergone the 
mandatory technical training of working DEMU / MEMU trains. 

d. During safety audit inspection of GNT station on 10th October, 2017, many shortfalls 
were noticed in preparation and communicating the  Caution Order messages between 
two Divisions which is in violation of Appendix I of G&SR. 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
a. On 10th October, 2017, during the safety audit inspection of GNT station end cabins, it 

was noticed that for BCM & UNIMAT working, JE/TM was not in possession of 
competency certificate. Inspection schedule by SSE/TM is not followed. 

b. On 10th October, 2017, during safety audit inspection of GNT station many shortfalls 
were noticed in Engineering Department working; 



 On UP line towards KCC end, the track between RE mast GNT/1058-0/26 has been 
checked for the curvature and noticed a 7.20 curve which may be attended by 
realigning. Side wear on outer rail is more and rail has to be renewed. Checked 
versine opposite to SSP at KM 0/27-26 with 20m chord at 10m interval and found 
200mm versine. 

 Cross-over between Point No.43B & A: Over all length is 98.4m with track centres 
varying between 5.20m & 5.70m. The overall length is inadequate and 
misalignment between two crossings is noticed. Same need to be attended. 

 Point No.44B – sleeper spacings in switch portion is marked but correction is yet to 
be carried out. 

 SEJ is not provided in LWR track on Line No.5 (PF-4) towards New GNT end. 
 DN Mainline (Line No.6), rail head ballast to be cleared. 
 Between Point No.42A & 45A, alignment to be attended on priority. 
 Curve on DN Mainline: Station Nos. are not marked.  
 Bridge No.499A towards KCC end – nose block to be fixed properly. 
 Cross drainage is not available in the yard at Points and Crossings location, 

especially at Point No.42A & B. 
 Most of the CMS crossing joint gaps are on higher side i.e., varying from 5 – 10mm 

against ‘0’ (Point No.42A, 43B, 45A, 44A). 
 Point No.45A – newly deep screened by BCM. Post-tamping operatins are yet to be 

done i.e., boxing, tightening of bolts, provision of ERCs, GR pads etc., 
 Check rail provided between Point No.45A and 44A in curve of 60. Brackets and 

bolts are fully corroded. 
 At Point No.44A, gap is not available between top of leading stretcher bar and 

bottom of stock rail on RH side. 
 For Point No.44B, sleeper spacings paint marking is done but spacings are not 

adjusted. 4th stretcher bar LH side – bolts are worn out. 
 Out of three push trollies that were used for inspection of audit team, only one 

Trolleyman is having competency certificate (Sri. B. Kiran Prasad). 
c. At GNT new yard on 10th October, 2017, following irregularities were noticed in 

Engineering Department working; 
 Point No.14A – exothermic bond wires in CMS crossing joints need to be removed. 
 Point No.11B – the length of buffer stop i.e., SRJ to Buffer Stop is physically measured 

and found 127m whereas the signalling plan of REP No. IPU.0663D/ALT.7 show 
686m which needs to be rectifed to suit the physical condition or by providing the 
required length of track as per SIP. The situation exists for the last 4 years and no 
effort is made in the direction for rectification of the irregularity.  

 
 



3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 
a. During the safety audit inspection of GNT station under GNT Division on 10.10.2017, 

it was noticed at South Cabin that mandatory testing of GNT – NLPD “Block instrument 
testing” and “maintenance of block instrument” of two per month by ESM/GNT is not 
done; instead of this, only one testing is done. JE/Signals and SSE/Signals have not done 
their testing schedule of once a month and once a quarter respectively. 

b. During the inspection of interlocked LC Gate No.251 at GNT area on 10th October, 
2017, it was noticed that the locking arrangement of LC 251 has been altered since 
initial installation by providing mechanical RDSO type boom locking arrangement.  
However, the working rules don’t incorporate this modified arrangement.  Division to 
take early action to remove mismatch among site and working rules in effect. 
Moreover, there is slight mismatch in the position of LC 251 in SIP and in GWR. The 
rail and road levels at LC 251 have been lifted resulting in both side height of 
electrically operated booms to become lesser than permissible range. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
a. During the safety audit inspection of GNT station on 10th October, 2017, it was 

noticed that in old pit line 26 Nos. and in New pit line 35 Nos. of lights are not 
working. Illumination facility is available in pit line for 18 coach length only, 
though the pit lines are 24 coach length. 

b. On 10th October, 2017, during the inspection of Crew Lobby/GNT, it was noticed 
that in the BA test report of CMS, it is observed that photos of some of the LP/ALP of 
GNT Depot & SC depot (for ex; Crew ID GNT1051, GNT1452 & SC2198, SC2397) 
are not still uploaded in Bio-data. 

 
5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
a. On 10th October, 2017, during safety audit inspection of GNT station, it was noticed 

that for T.432 (Train Examination Advice) there were many shortfalls in the issue and 
acknowledgement of the advice by Mechanical Staff. 

b. During the safety audit inspection of GNT station on 10th October, 2017, it was noticed 
that for old pit line no cat walk upto 18 coaches.  

c. During the inspection of Coaching Depot/GNT, it was noticed that there is no practice 
of average annual consumption and a list to that affect is not available.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
ATTENTION …….. 

LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

Ensure that loco is properly secured as per SR 5.23 to avoid roll down of 
locos 

ATTENTION ……..OPERATING STAFF 

Do ensure to make failure entry of any S&T gear in Signal Failure Register 
other than Disconnection and cable meggering 

ATTENTION …….. S&T Officials 

Do not forget to issue S&T Disconnection Notice T.351 for the works as 
mentioned under Part “C” of Appendix XIII of G&SR 

 
 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 

Ensure that the Push Trolley / Motor Trolley is having insulation before 
placing them on track circuited area and also ensure mandatory 

certification by S&T Official once in 6 months  
 


